
Touch Down
Our amazing sense of touch



Introduction and Research

Touch
Let me tell you about the sense of touch. First, when we touch 

it can tell your body about temperature, texture, pain or 
pressure. Next, the skin on some parts of our body is more 
sensitive than others. Then, our nervous system and brain 
control our sense of touch. Last, we can use many parts of our 
bodies to touch things. Touch can help us learn about the world 
around us. We have learned some things are safe to touch or not 
safe to touch. Our sense of touch is amazing!



Research Question:

What part of our body can identify the most items
through touch while blindfolded: hands/ fingers, feet/ toes, 
elbows, or foreheads?



Our hypothesis is that our 
hands/ fingers will identify 
the most items correctly 
through touch while 
blindfolded.

We will test our hands/fingers, 
feet/ toes, elbows, and 

foreheads.

HYPOTHESIS



Materials

Stuffed animal
Pop it
Tablet
Wooden block
Sunglasses

Body parts:
hands/ fingers
feet/ toes
Elbows
foreheads



Procedure
1. Create a blindfold from a piece of fabric 

and put it on.
2. Touch each item with hands/ fingers and 

record what you think the item is.
3. Record how many correct identifications 

for each item made by the class by using 
tally marks.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for feet/ toes, elbows, 
and foreheads.

  



Results Table: Items identified correctly through touch

Student results for correct item identification for 13 students

Stuffed animal Tablet Pop it Wooden block Sunglasses

Hands/ fingers 13 13 13 10 13

Feet/ toes 13 13 13 10 10

Foreheads 13 11 12 5 7

Elbows 13 13 5 1 5



Results of the number of items correctly identified
Body part 
used

Number of 
correct item 
identifications 
out of 65 
attempts 
made by each 
body part for 
all items 

Hands \ 
fingers

62 out of 65 

Feet \ toes 59 out of 65 

foreheads 48 out of 65

elbows 37 out of 65



Data Results





Results
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Conclusion
We explored the effects of using different body parts to touch items and identify them while 
blindfolded. Our hypothesis was that our hands/ fingers would be able to identify the most items. Our 
experiment supported our hypothesis. 

We learned that our hands/fingers and feet/toes could identify the most items because have more sense 
receptors than other parts of our body. We know our hands/fingers and feet/toes have more experience 
with touching different items. Our elbows and foreheads did not identify as many items through touch 
while blindfolded. They do not have as strong a sense of touch. We learned it is easier to identify items 
when we can use more than one sense.



Discussion

We learned that our hands/ fingers, feet/ toes, and even foreheads are the most 
sensitive to touch.

Next time, we would use all mystery items chosen by someone else so we would 
not have any pre set ideas as to what we were touching. We would also like to use 
ear muffs or head phones so we could not hear what our classmates had 
identified. We would to make a mystery box that we could touch the items in so 
no one could see what was in the box.

We learned a lot about which body parts have the strongest sense of touch. 
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